
Reflections on the Creed 
Week 3 Prayer Material 

 
I believe in the Holy Spirit. 

 
 

In the original Greek text the central statement in the third section of the Creed runs 
simply: “I believe in Holy Spirit.”  The definite article to which we are accustomed in our 
translation is thus missing.  This is very important for the interpretation of the original 
meaning, for it means that this article was at first really understood in terms of salvation 
history, not of the Trinity.  In other words, the third sentence of the Creed refers in the 
first place, not to the Holy Spirit as the third Person in the Godhead, but to the Holy Spirit 
as God’s gift to history in the community of those who believe in Christ… 
 
[This statement speaks] not of God’s inner life, but of “God facing outward”, of the Holy 
Spirit as the power through which the risen Lord remains present in the history of the 
world as the principle of a new history and a new world.   
    (Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, Introduction to Christianity) 
 
 
The Holy Spirit is, from our perspective, the link between the risen Christ and the church, 
the means by which we experience the power of the resurrected one and are being 
transformed into his likeness.  With the understanding of the Holy Spirit not only as a 
power but a person, we finally come to appreciate the richness of the inner life of God 
that has been revealed to humans and into which the baptized have been initiated, the life 
of the triune God. 
 
It is fitting, then, that the creed should pause over the nature and work of the Spirit before 
turning to its statements on the church.  For unless what it says about the Holy Spirit is 
true, then the church is simply another organization among others, rather than the 
sacrament of God’s presence in the world.  Depending, indeed, on how seriously the 
church has taken the role and power of the Holy Spirit, it has functioned more as a legal 
system or more like a living organism. 
     (Luke Timothy Johnson, The Creed) 
 
 
That the Holy Spirit is God is signified in Latin by the little word in (Credo in Spiritum), 
that is: I give myself over, in belief, into the sacred and healing Mystery of the Spirit.  
Surely not into an impersonal power, for there can be no such thing in God, but rather 
into an incomprehensible Someone, who is someone Other than the Father and the Son 
(Jn14:16), and whose characteristic task will be to work in a divinely free way from 
within the humanly free spirit, revealing to our limited minds the depths of God that only 
he has explored: “We have received…the Spirit which is from God, that we might 
understand the gifts bestowed on us by God” (1 Cor 2:12).  To him, the most delicate, 
vulnerable, and precious one in God, we must open ourselves up, without defensiveness, 
without thinking that we know better, without hardening ourselves, so that we may 



undergo initiation by him into the Mystery that God is love.  Let us not imagine that we 
already know this ourselves!  “In this is love, not that we loved God but that he loved us 
and sent his Son to be the expiation for our sins” (1 Jn 4:10).  The Spirit alone teaches us 
this reversal of perspective, but through him we can really learn what, in his view, love is. 
     (Hans Urs vonBalthasar, Credo) 
 
 
The point of I believe in the Holy Spirit is not to assert the opinion that there is “a divine 
Person called Holy Spirit.”  Rather, those who proclaim this sentence in the Creed 
express thereby their deep trust in life – in the life pulsating through our bodies and 
animating our very being, the life we share with all that is alive, the life that is ultimately 
our participation in divine aliveness.  To trust life means having faith that the flow of life 
will always bring us what we need, though not always what we want.  If we really trust in 
life, we will not waste our energy on resentment, on wishing that our life’s circumstances 
were different from what they are; rather, we will use all our energy for responding 
appropriately to the given situation – to bloom where we are planted. 
     (David Steindl-Rast, Deeper than Words) 
 
 
The Holy Spirit, God’s energizing presence among us, the life force that drives us beyond 
ourselves, that whispers us into the great quest within, that makes life alive with a 
purpose not seen but deeply, consciously, stubbornly felt even in the midst of chaos, even 
at the edge of despair, sounds the truth in us that we are more than we seem to be.  Life 
does not begin and end with us.  There is more than we know, there is an electric charge 
animating the world at every level and, most of all, within.  Holy Spirit suffuses all of 
life, calls us into the mystery that is God, reminds us of the model that is Jesus, brings us 
to the fullness of ourselves.  Holy Spirit is the great anti-gravitational force that calls us 
out of somewhere into everywhere, that keeps us moving toward, through, the black holes 
of life, certain that on the other side of them is light, waiting and wishing us on. 
 
Do I believe in the Holy Spirit?  You bet I do.  Nothing else makes sense.  Either the 
Spirit of God who created us is with us still, either the presence of Christ who is the Way 
abides in us in Spirit, or the God of Creation and the Redeemer of souls has never been 
with us at all.  God’s spirit does not abandon us, cannot abandon us, if God is really God. 
     (Joan Chittister, In Search of Belief) 
 
 
Now there are more ways than can be named for how the Spirit engages us. The most 
intimate way is deep within, as close and as connected to us as our own breath. It’s often 
said that a fish is oblivious to water, and it can be like that for us in relationship to the 
Spirit. God’s Spirit is so close that we often cannot distinguish it from our own; the 
Spirit’s ability to speak our own language is so refined that we cannot always distinguish 
it from our own voice….  
 
Another way of experiencing the power and presence of the Holy Spirit is more dramatic, 
for it comes not from within but from outside of us, like the wind or fire, generating heat 



and possibility. It needn’t always be a noisy and public experience, as the account in Acts 
describes; it can be quiet and private, such as when Jesus gently breathed on his disciples 
and said, “Receive the Holy Spirit.” The point is that it is an encounter. Something 
happens, and you feel it. You are speaking, and yet in that moment your speech is bigger, 
clearer, reaching across boundaries. Or you are listening to someone else speak and you 
hear what is being said as if God were speaking to you alone. You’re at a wedding and 
you start to cry because of the palpable feeling of love that touches not only the couple up 
front but your heart as well. Or you’re someplace else, at a Sunday service, perhaps, and 
it occurs to you that you can, in fact, forgive someone who has hurt you deeply, and so 
you do, right then. Or at last you forgive yourself for something, and feel the weight of 
regret roll off your shoulders. Or you’re working past exhaustion on something that 
matters and you’re given strength to continue. It’s an unmistakable experience—a power 
and presence comes to you, and for a time you are carried on its wings.  

     (Rev. Mariann Budde, The Spirit’s Gifts, 6/12/11 sermon) 
 
 

“Do you believe in the holy spirit and in the church?”… The living God who is the 
meaning-giver of our lives and who has chosen to be one with us is still present in our 
world and in our experience; that is what we mean when we affirm that the Holy Spirit of 
God has been poured into the world.  But notice where we say the Spirit is to be found: in 
the church, i.e. in the community.  That means that the Spirit of God dwells not first and 
foremost in you or in me but in us.  God is to be encountered in our community with 
others.  Can we arch-individualists – for all Americans are arch-individualists – affirm 
that God is not found first in the depths of my heart but in my life and work and struggle 
with other people?  It is one thing to affirm the existence of God and my need for God; it 
is quite another to affirm that this means that I need you and her and him and them, and 
that without all of you I cannot find the Spirit of God.  But that is what the third 
[baptismal] vow asks us to affirm.  Do you believe that?  Do you live that way?  Can you 
live that way? …[T]hink long and hard before answering “yes.” 
    (Michael Himes, Doing the Truth in Love) 


